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ABSTRACT FORMULATION OF THE INDIVIDUAL 
ERGODIC THEOREM 
FBANTlSEK BUBLfK, Bratislava 
Let (X, if, m) be a measure space, £P be a cr-algebra, m be a cr-finite measure 
on ff and T : X -> X be a measure preserving transformation. For Tn = 
••••-•• f7 ° T ° . . . ° JT, the composition 5P with itself n times, and T°(x) = x the 
, . .. i v 
individual ergodic theorem asserts: It f is integrable, then Km \ f(Tlx) 
n-*oo n / y 
•exists almost everywhere, the limit function / * is integrable and invariant 
under T. If m(X) < +°°> then \f*dm == f/dm. 
In this paper we generalize the individual ergodic theorem. Instead, of L± - • 
the system of m-integrable functions, we shall consider some system. 3P of 
functions which are defined on the measurable space (X, 5f). The system g? 
satisfies some system of axioms. The present paper consists of two parts, 
.1.11 the first part we shall construct the "theory of integration" i e. with the 
help of axioms we shall prove theorems analogous to Beppo-Levi's theorem., 
Lebesque's theorem, etc. In the second part we shall formulate and prove the 
^individual ergodic theorem". Similar axiomatic methods were used in papers 
13], [4], [5].-
1. 
Let (Xy9*) be a measurable space. 
Let M cr Sf be such a ring that A e 01, B eSP => A n B e St. 
Let-f cz ffl be such a cr-ring tha t A eft, B e £? => A n B Gf€.. 
Let; ns denote ^ ° = {/; {x e X; f(x) ^ 0} eft}, 
n 
/•0 :,:,: {/; / = J ^k%M, -4* e ^?, ^ is an integer, |a*| < 00} 
.'iF1 — \J,Ars, where .5 is some non-empty set, pV s} are non-empty classes 
of non-negative measurable functions, which satisfy 
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1. {fe&t;f>0} c m. 
2. / evV« if and only if there exists a non-decreasing sequence \fu\ of uon-
-negative functions belonging to ^ such tha t for every n> fn e./Y\ a n d / 
•-=-- l im/n . 
3. If / , g e m A # : l and {.*, e X; f(x) < c/(.e)} e # , then / e..-<•', - </ e V.-. 
Let us denote &> =- {/: / — ft — k ft, ft e # ^ ft -' A: is defined]. 
The ring M, the tr-ring^, the class ^ and the class ./V* are abstract anatomies 
of all Bets of finite measure, of all sets of measure zero, of integrable simple 
functions, of non-negative measurable functions for which is \fdn> .•' •* 
respectively. 
In the next considerations we shall use this notation.i {/•„.} c; .,\-\ if fH : •) , 
for every n9 
fn / f if {fn\ is & non-decreasing se(juenee of functions which, satisfies/ 
•̂- i i m / w , 
, V ( / ) - { a i e A V W '*<>}-
I t is easy to prove that if a? /} are real numbers a n d / , f/ e &$, t h e n / . t/ f •''/*'.. 
(a/ |~- fig) e «^. This statement is used in the next lemma. 
Lemma 1. Let {g.%} he a non-decreasing sequence of -non-negative fiinct'u"^ 
belonging to P?K If f is a simple function and 0 < / < lim. gn, then {gv,\ c . V. -
Proof. Let us denote fn ------ min(/, c/#). Since /« is a simple function -nm 
-#(/„) ci iV(flrw), whore N(gn) e M, we havo/ w e . ^ . Let \gn} c . I 'V Then U...h 
Axiom 3 and / w -= min(/, gn) < g-W/ yield {fn) ci , 4 v Since 0 < fn / f\ we h<-w<* 
/<=,^v 
Lemma 2* Lei {/»}, {</«} &<s « non-decreasing sequences of non-negative funrho,),* 
belonging to ff'L 
(i) I / / w / / , (Jn / § midf < </, fftew, ff/w} c ./V* => [fn\ c; ,.-fV, 
(ii) Iff* / /> ff» /* /> * « * if 4 c ^ *> {/*} c: / , ; 
(iii) Jffn / / , i k / e / . o {/;,} ci , n , 
'Proof, (i) If mis an arbitrary fixed integer, then 0 </,/& < «y :— lim g„ -H-.. 
by using Lemma I. we have \gn\ cz .,Y'S -> fm £ ,,i''\, Since m is arbitrary. 
ff/4 cz t/V,-> {/»} c ,y fV 
(ii) If 0 <fn / / , 0 < c|# /f / is valid, by (i) we have {gn\ c; ,A \ .-.-> \fn) 
c: J'% and also {fn} cz ,.VS -=> {c/w} ci .yYV 
(iii) If {fn} ci ,L"S, then from the definition of &
l obviously fe-A-'\. Lrt 
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/ e< '* , , . i. e. there is a sequence {gn} of functions belonging to #-
?* such that 
\gn} ci. ,/V.s and 0 < gn / / , but then by (ii) the relation {/#} ci .4'\ holds. 
Lemma. 3. ./,<?/• / f/ e # ^ / / / < cl, l/?,e# gr e JrtS =>• f e ,/F# . 
Proof . S i n c e / g e (Pl, there are sequences {/w.}? {f/w} of functions belonging 
to &i such that 0 < / » /* / 0 < gn / g. 
Let g (z. \ "-. By (iii) of Lemma 2 {gn,\ cz .4'"#. S ince / < g, by (i) of lamina 2 
;/«} c , f-/ and it implies/G../VV. 
Theorem I. . / / / e ^ and f is non-negative, then f e kfl. 
Proof. / ---•- h k, h/ke 0* and h > k. 
From the non-negativity of the measurable function / it follows that there 
is a sequence {/wj of simple functions for which 0 <fn / ' ' / . S i n c e i e ^
) l , 
there is a sequence {7^} of functions 'belonging to 0'K 0 < hn / h. L«.*t LIB 
denote / J ••••  min(Aw? / w ) , i. e. /* is a non-negative and belongs to /fi. Since 
0 < / * / mm(h, f) -=•-/ a n d / * < hn, we have {hn\ cr ,A% ^> {/*} c: ,-VVThis 
means thai / e ,/V's and thus / e 0>x. 
Theorem 2. If 0 < g < / , 'where f e # [ <md gr is measurable, then g e /Pl„ 
P r o o f S i n c e / G ^ 1 there is a sequence {fn} of functions belonging to
 /J^„ 
0 </, , . / f and {/«} c: ,,V'S for some # ei7. 
Since f/ "> 0 is .measurable, there is a sequence {gn} of simple functions sock 
that 0 < c/«. /* (/. If we denote </* ---- min(/ t t , grw), then g*b is simple. The inclusion 
N(f/*) c: N(frt) implies </* e 0*K The last relation together with 0 < g*n <fn 
W™Ufl} cz'.V,. 
Theorem. 3. / / / is a measurable junction, then 
(i) / e-P'->f+,f e # ; 
(ii) i/i G ; # - • • / + , / E . ^ . 
Proof, (i) If/' ' , / " e # ? then/"
1", / e #j- by Theorem. I and therefore / • 
• : (/ ! - /"") e;j^. Let / G # 5 i.e. / ™ *% - h, where h, k e #
: l . If the number 
/(,r) > 0, then /»•(#) ^ h(x) — &('#) < A (a:) and it follows tha t 0 < / 4 ' < A. 
Since/ '1 is measurable, by Theorem. 2 / f e f^1 c .^. Since also f e i< and 
f / ) ; -.-,• / - r we have / e 0> ^ p\ / - e ^' . 
(ii) :/; e :-f ~> \f\ e 0®1 and since / f , /~ are measurable and 0 < / f < 1/j, 
0 < / • < i/i, we have /% /~ e ^ . 
I f / is measurable, then B e ,5^ implies / f . jH and /~ . ̂ ^ are in.easu.ra hie. 
Moreover the obvious inequalities 0 < / f . ̂ n < / 1 _ and 0 </""' . ,̂« </"" ho'hl. 
frherefor<? using rF.heorems 2 and 3 we can assert. 
Theorem 4. / / / e # and B e /9\ then f . f n e 3P. 
Theorem 5- . / / / , f/ e # and f < h < g where h is measurable, then h e P/>. 
!«01 
Proof. Since / <h <g, we have 0 < I< <g'h, 0 < hr < / ~ \ Since ifx 
J e 0l and hA''\ "hr are measurable, it follows from Theorem 2 that h r, h/~ e < J , 
hcn.ee h e 0 by Theorem 3. 
Theorem S. Letf e 0 and g he a measurable function. If {x e X: f(x) -r g(x}} e 
e l then ge0 and moreover f eJiSjt -- {f e 0; /+ e..-Y\, f" e.Vf} if and 
only if g eJts,%* 
Fro of, Since 
!" eZ; /(*) < ?(«)} = {^ e X; f*(x) / g+(x)} U {x e X; / -(*) ,: g-(*% it is 
.sufficient to prove: If fe,Ar$ and f/ > 0 is measurable, then {x e X: f(x) •/. 
/•- g(x)} ^ implies that g e 0l and moreover / evV* <> g e J '*. Let / ' sA'\ -
The set .4 ==- { x e l ; /(a?) > gr(#) > 0} is measurable. From Theorem 2 and 
Lemma 3 it is obvious that g . %A €Ar$. i.e. there is a sequence {r//,} of functions 
'belonging to 01 C\ 0l such that {gn} c: ._.<¥'* and 0 < <yw / g . %A. Since B • 
••••• {x e A'; 0 <f(x) < g(x)} ef€ c ,^, the function // . ## is measurable and 
th^re is a sequence {!%} of functions which are elements of 0° n < "̂ such that 
0 < hn / g « %B* If we denote g* = gn -}- hn, then g*( e ;/'*' n « Since. 
{.r -7 Ar; ^*(̂ ;) > gn(x)} belongs t o f , we have (c/*j c ,/V* and for 0 < c/* /
f f/ . 
• (%<* + XK) = 9 w e have g eArs. The proof of the converse implication is 
analogous. 
Lemma. let a = liman, an=^limanm, where \an]t~r \
flnmYm ,t are non-
n~*co m->oo 
-decreasing sequences of real numbers. If we denote bk ~- max(&u?
 ('hx > . . ., 'Owh 
the:fl bji / a. 
Theorem 7* Let {fn} be a non-decreasing sequence of functions belonging to 0 
*mh thai f n / l If {fn} CJ(8,t^ {fe0: prrr,, / "£ . / ! ' " , } , (hen fe 0 
and f eJi^i. 
'Proof. L Let {/»} be a non-decreasing sequence of functions belonging to 
0j- For each n --- I, 2, . . . let {fmmjm^i *)e a non-decreasing sequence of func-
tions belonging to 02 for which 0 < fnm / fn. if we put gk •• 
m.ax(/u--/2^, • • -ifkk), then {gn} is a non-decreasing sequence of non-nega-
tive, si tuple functions (maximum of two simple functions is a si tuple function). 
Since gk — max( /u , . . ., / k ) < max(/i , . . ., /*) =•.•/*, we have 0 < gk < fk 
and therefore {fn} e A
r
s =*- {gn} cz JTS. As {fn} c: < \ v and by the lemma 
0 < gn / fj we have / 6 , < *. 
I L Let {fn} he a non-decreasing sequence of measurable functions belonging 
to 0. Then 0 < ft / / + , fn \ / " > 0. Sinco (jft} cr < . , then, by I / - e, * \. 
Since a limit of a sequence of measurable functions is measurable, /" is a meas-
urable function. Since 0 <f~ <f~t, where /, ' e .A<, using Theorem 2 and 
Lemma 3 we o b t a i n / - e./Vj,, i . e . / — (/* —- /~) e. 0 and / e,£,4 , 
2 02 
Since fn \ f implies ~-/w / —/ and {fn} c J/Syt implies {—/»} c : , / /^ , , 
by means of Theorem 7 we obtain, 
Theorem 8. Let {fn} be a sequence of functions belonging to 8P and fn \ / . If 
{fn} c Jts*, ^em / G # and / G - ^ . 
Theorem 9. i/e£ {/»} &# a sequence of functions belonging to 0* and f -•- lim/^, 
If {fn} c . # ^ . , then f e # and / G e.Jf^. 
.Proof. Let us denote gr# =- in f / | , ^ = inf/w'. Since {gn} is a non-decreasing 
sequence of measurable functions and Km gjc = sup (inf/„f) = lira inf f^t wo 
have gjc / f+\ From 0 <gk <fl follows that {</#} c= . + + i.e. f
+e,/V*$ (by 
means of fI!heorem 7). Similarly for the non-decreasing sequence {hjc^i we 
.have {hk} c jVt, 0 < hjt / f~ and there fore / - e„++ 
Theorem 10. Let {fn} be a sequence of functions belonging to& and f -= l.ira/f/,. 
If there is g e tP1 such that \fn\ < g for each n, then f e &, 
P r o o f Since 0 <f* <g, 0 <fn <g, where ge,A
r
§ for some seE, it 
follows from Lemma 3 that {fn} a Jfs,§, hence / =-- Km fn belongs to (fi by 
n->oc 
Theorem 9. 
Let us denote ef+^{fe0; f+ G , / T , =>/- ee/V+ In this part we shall 
suppose that 
4* If / , g G tP+ are such, that the sum / + g is defined, then (/ ~\ g) e fj?!. 
If i.n the axioms of part 1 we take instead of E th.e set of all non-negative 
rational numbers, we see that 0>+ substitutes for the class of integrable func-
tions for which \fdm% "> 0, 
Theorem 11. / / , g G 0 and (<xf -| fig) where a, jS am real numbers is defined, 
(hen (a/ + fig) e 0>. 
Proof . Clearly (by means of Theorem 3 (i)) it is sufficient to consider 
a, [i > 0 a n d / g e 091. I f / e 0*1, then by Axiom 4 and by the induction nf e 
e 'fl for any non-negative integer n, hence the non-negative function a/ < 
< ([a | +• ^)* / belongs to P1 by Theorem 2. If/, f G ^ and a, /3 are non-negati-
ve real numbers, then a/, /% belong to ^ c # < Thus, (a/ + /?</) 6 0+ ci 
c: rJ> and (a/ + /%) belongs to 0l by Theorem. 1,. 
Now we put the definition of the wi-leader. 
Let us suppose that a-i, • • • > fl« is a finite sequence of real numbers and. that 
'///. is a positive integer, A term % of the sequence will be called an m-leader, 
2m 
if there exists a positive integer p such that 1 < p < m and such that ^ <*&;•; "'* 
Y-.Q 
> 0. 
The following lemma holds. 
Lemma. The sum of the m-leaders of a finite sequence of real numbers 'Is von* 
-negative. (For proof cf. [!].)• 
Definition. We shall denote T e £' if and only if T : X •> K, T is meaxurabh* 
and satisfies: 
(i) Iff, g E & are such that the sum f + g is defined, then (f -f g(T)) e J*' •  • 
- (f+g)e^; 
(i.i) / e ^ r . > / ( T ) G ^ . 
Now we want to formulate the "maximal ergodic theorem". 
Theorem I* Lett? he a, o-algebra and letf e # be such that x e X -> f(x) •?-• - ••'•''-
Let us denote bij A the set {x e X: In : %f(Ttx) > ()}. If T e 2? and M e V /•* 
such that T^M --= M9 then f . %AnM e &>+. 
Proof . Let tis denote 
Mx) ~=f(T*x)9 A} - {xeX: 3fj 1 <p <j :fo{x) - !-/,(#) . . . + fp i(.c) > 0\. 
Evidently Af e Sf\ A,} a Am and A. =--- | J ^ » 
Let w.- > 1 be an arbitrary fixed integer. Let us take the sequence/; , / i . . . ., ,/V• ? 
and let us denote 
A(x) -— {w; /w(x) is the n-leader of the sequence fo{x), . , . , /« -i(x)|. 
Nj -•"-• {x e X; j e A(x)), 
Hince the sum of the m-leaders of a finite sequence is non-negative, 
0 < X fix) ="if(x) • J.w(*>. 
Hin.ee T<AtM = T i{a: e X: Ip 1 <p <n j : f0(x) j , . . 4- fv ifx) > <>)-. 
= {x eX;3pl<p< n ----- j :f(x) < . . . 4 f}+v-i(x) > 0} 
. -- {x e X: f(x) is Ji-Ieader of fo(x), . . ., /„...] (,r)} =-
=.- {x e AT; j e A(x)} = iV̂  
we have 
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The equality T~*M = M implies XM{T*X) = XM(%) and this gives 
^ ^ 0 < — y f(T'x) . XMWX) . XA.-;(TSX). 
j=0 
Since/ . %M • %An-i
 E ^ ( s e e Theorem 4), we have that functions f(T3) , XM{T*) . 
• XAn-i (^) belong to 0*. Using Theorem 11 and with respect to the nonnegati-
vity of the last sum we obtain 
n-l 
±-\f(T*) . %Mm . xA%-, (T*) e 0*. n z^ 
j^O 
n 
1 \ ^ 
By the asumptions concerning T we have /%nf — y %^.G^+.Leta;eX. J f % > ! % zl ' 
is the smallest integer such that x e An§, then for n > % the equalities n = 
n 
1 \p m + 1 
= n0 + m and — \ %A (x) == ---------------- hold. Hence if w -> oo (i.e. if m -> oo), 
n Z J no -\- m 
3-1 
n 
we have— \ %A. / xA and therefore n Z, ' 
0 < / + . JM — \ l ^ /f+ . i ^ n i l f 
0 <f~-pt-^ y %A§ /_ t • X̂ nJf . 
By Theorem 4 / . f AnM e ^ . Now we want to show t h a t / . XAnM belongs to P+. 
$ *f+ • XAC\M ^^s, then by means of Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 /+ . %M X 





G # + it follows that / - . %M / X^^J's lor each n> 1. By Theorem 7 
H 
/ - . 2,mj:f e - ^ + and thus fxAnUe ^ + -
Lemma. i / / w \ f and {/»} arefunctimis belonging to #
f
? / A m / e + . 
Proof , / ; - - / ; < / / - f2 Implies/ / < / / a n d therefore/ / e^f , ,-.>/;; e « 
Since {/4 c t^+, it follows that {fn} <= jgs,s for some s e E. Hen.ee by
 r.r.heorem 
8 we have f e 0. 
If the following axiom is true, 
5. I f / e,/!+ for each s e E, then / e &*, 
we can prove 
Lemma. If T e 2£, then T~i (#) c # . 
Proof . Let J. e t 7 and B =- ?T'-+L Then 
-Xe(^) + u ( ^ ) - -** (* ) + %T^A(x) = (j G ^ i , i.e. - Z f i |- XA(T) e + ' e 
Both — ^ + XA(T) e 0>+ tm&XA e d imply ( ^ - #B) e 0>+ Since (ZJ, - 2^
;~ :'"'::'': 
= /A — XAnB w e h a v e GfA — / i n n ) e ^ ::> (*B ~ XAnJi) e ^ . Since J. n B e 
eW, by means of Theorem 6 we have % A e JrB=> % B e Jf\. Since {x e X: 
%A(%) ¥Z X&(x) == ^} e^' allc^ f eJ^s => 0 = %& ^f>
 w e obtain %A e,4"s fbl-
each s G U . This means ## e,A'"§ for each 5 eFJ and by Axiom 5, ./:> er€. 
00 
Theorem II. Let S? be such a a-algebra that X =~ {J An, where An e ^ and 
let fe&. 
(i)Let T e2£. If {xeX; f(x) == —00} e%\ then lim \\n 2 f(Thv) exists 
outside a set belonging to W, If {x e X; \f(x)\ = 00} G ^ , £ft.m the limit function 
f* is invariant under T (i.e. f*(Tx) =f*(x) outside a set belonging toff); 
(ii).If T : X -> X is such a measurable transformation that gi, g% are non~ 
-negative, (g.\ + §2) eJrs => (g± + g.2(T)) eJTB and if the limit fwnction f* exists 
outside a set belonging to *$, then f* e 3P. 
Proof , (i) Let {x e X; f(x) = - 0 0 } = 0. 
Suppose a < (J are rational numbers and B -=- B(oc, /?) is the set of points x 
for which 
;| - ^ ;| , - , 
Una inf — > /(Tfo) < a < /3 < lim sup > /(17%+ 
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We may assume without loss of generality that 6 > 0, for otherwise the argu-
ment can be carried out with / replaced by —/. 
Lot G cz B(oc, 0) and G e St. 
«~i 
Let us denote A = {x e X; 3 B : 2 (f(T*x) - /i . xc(Tte)) > 0}. 
Since (/•— /?. %c) ~ & (because of G G0t), by means of Theorem. I we have 
n-l 
i v 
(/ ~~ P * %(') • %A ~ 0+« If x G 2?, then there is n such that —- / fj(x] 
Since fi is non-negative, we have 
i==o 
2 (fT'x) - ,5 . xc{Tix) > 2 / T O - /3 > 0. 
j-o i-o 
This means that B(a, /8) c ^ and therefore ( / . %A - $ . xc)e0>+. If {oB}£, 
00 
is an increasing sequence of sets belonging to 0t for which JJ Gn ==
z -B, then 
(/- I.i — P • I c J \ (/• #A — £ • %B)» The functions {(f-XA — £ . #Cn)} belong to 
# + and therefore ( / . % A — § . %B) e0. If we denote A0 ==/""
1({+oo}), then 
Xn-Ao == P'1 - (f%A ~~ (f^A ~~ PXB))XX-A0 belongs to 0 by Theorem 11. Since 
0 < %nnA.> ^f%Ao> ^ follows from Theorem.. 2 tha t %£nAo G0 and therefore 
XB, (/ — / % B ? (« — / k B belong to ^ . 
» - l w-1 
If x e B, then ^(f(Tix) ~ P)XB(T*X) = %(f(T*x) — /J) > 0 for some positive 
j,,o i=o 
w - l 
integer w, hence (/ ~- /i) ps e ,^+. If x e JS, then 2 (a ~~ f(T*x)) > 0 for some 
positive integer n, hence (ot — f) . XB ~0+ by T ~XB = B and Theorem. I., 
Thus, (a — / % s = (a — / ) . #B + (/ — /?) . j s belongs to 0+ by Axiom 4 
and A0 n i? = 0. 
We have #0 < / for any f > 0 and therefore 0 e^V8 for each s eE, Since 
{(a /I) . ##)- = (/3 —- a) . XB, by the definition of 0+ we obtain (/? — a) , %B e 
Ee/V*.s for each,? eE i.e. (/? — a) . ## e ^ ° . The last relation implies 1> e
 c6'. 
Hence 
n - l 
la; e X; Mm — y f(T*x) does not exist! = \J B(oc, /?) eW. 
I »->oo B ^ / ^ j (a,/J) rational 
JAì 
20 7 
If D = {xe X; f(x) = - 0 0 } Gf, then T-»..D e # for each -w = Of 1, 
For r/ = / . (1 —• JD) the inclusion 
00 y. 
{xeX: g*(x) +f*(x)} cr \J ( { « I ; / ( f c ) +•• g(T»x)} =- (J T-!> 
M--0 1? 0 
1 V . 
holds', i.e. liio — > f(T^x) exists outside a set belonging to %'. Let / 1 .1 —> R. 
?i-+v) 71 / _j 
j - 0 
Since |/(.r); < 00, it is easy to prove that/*(a?) =•• f*(Tx) outside a set belonging 
to r€. I t is a trivial conseqnen.ee of the elementary properties of Oesaro's 
convergence. Let I) = {x e X; \f(x)\ -= a;} e/i and g — / . (2 — #/>). Clearly 
/ * —• g* outside a set belonging to ^ and therefore / * is invariant under T. 
(ii) The limit of a sequence of measurable functions is a measurable function 
and therefore/* is measurable (we can put/*(x) •••=- 0 if the l imi t /* does not 
exist in x). 
n 
.Since/ e 2P} for some s e E we have | / | e,/V*, whence it follows that :/•' 
n 
^••••. (I/) - . . . + J/J) e,/VV and. by the assumption concerning T 
- • (!/! + !/(-")! + • • • + l/t-"""1)!) e.^", for each. «. - / , 2, . . . . 
bince /(-"') 
1 
< • l/C^lb by means of Theorem 9 ;/*j £,.(*« and 
t h u s / * e r# . 
i-o 
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